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Take your Redis knowledge to the next level to build enthralling applications with ease

About This Book

Detailed explanation on Data structure server with powerful strings, lists, sets, sorted-sets, and hashes●

Learn to Scale your data with Redis Cluster’s distributed setup●

This is a fast paced practical guide full of screenshots and real work examples to help you get to grips with●

Redis in no time.

Who This Book Is For

If you are a software developer with some experience with Redis and would now like to elevate your Redis
knowledge and skills even further, then this book is for you.

What You Will Learn

Choose the right Redis data structure for your problem●

Understand Redis event-loop and implement your own custom C commands●

Solve complex workflows with Redis server-side scripting with Lua●

Configure your Redis instance for optimal memory management●

Scale your data in a distributed manner with Redis Cluster●

Improve the stability of your Redis solution using Redis Sentinel●

Complement your existing database and NoSQL environment with Redis●

Exploit a wide range of features provided by Redis to become a DevOps expert.●

In Detail

Redis is the most popular, open-source, key value data structure server that provides a wide range of
capabilities on which multiple platforms can be be built. Its fast and flexible data structures give your
existing applications an edge in the development environment.

This book is a practical guide which aims to help you deep dive into the world of Redis data structure to
exploit its excellent features. We start our journey by understanding the need of Redis in brief, followed by
an explanation of Advanced key management. Next, you will learn about design patterns, best practices for
using Redis in DevOps environment and Docker containerization paradigm in detail. After this, you will
understand the concept of scaling with Redis cluster and Redis Sentinel , followed by a through explanation
of incorporating Redis with NoSQL technologies such as Elasticsearch and MongoDB. At the end of this
section, you will be able to develop competent applications using these technologies. You will then explore
the message queuing and task management features of Redis and will be able to implement them in your
applications. Finally, you will learn how Redis can be used to build real-time data analytic dashboards, for
different disparate data streams.
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From reader reviews:

John Frank:

Have you spare time for any day? What do you do when you have considerably more or little spare time?
That's why, you can choose the suitable activity to get spend your time. Any person spent all their spare time
to take a walk, shopping, or went to the actual Mall. How about open as well as read a book allowed
Mastering Redis? Maybe it is being best activity for you. You know beside you can spend your time together
with your favorite's book, you can more intelligent than before. Do you agree with its opinion or you have
other opinion?

Shannon Thompson:

This Mastering Redis book is simply not ordinary book, you have it then the world is in your hands. The
benefit you will get by reading this book is actually information inside this publication incredible fresh, you
will get info which is getting deeper you actually read a lot of information you will get. That Mastering
Redis without we understand teach the one who reading it become critical in considering and analyzing.
Don't always be worry Mastering Redis can bring when you are and not make your bag space or
bookshelves' become full because you can have it inside your lovely laptop even phone. This Mastering
Redis having excellent arrangement in word along with layout, so you will not experience uninterested in
reading.

Elizabeth Blake:

Are you kind of active person, only have 10 or maybe 15 minute in your morning to upgrading your mind
proficiency or thinking skill even analytical thinking? Then you are receiving problem with the book than
can satisfy your limited time to read it because all this time you only find book that need more time to be
examine. Mastering Redis can be your answer given it can be read by you who have those short free time
problems.

Gloria Todd:

In this period of time globalization it is important to someone to acquire information. The information will
make someone to understand the condition of the world. The health of the world makes the information
simpler to share. You can find a lot of references to get information example: internet, classifieds, book, and
soon. You will see that now, a lot of publisher this print many kinds of book. Typically the book that
recommended for you is Mastering Redis this e-book consist a lot of the information of the condition of this
world now. This book was represented how do the world has grown up. The terminology styles that writer
require to explain it is easy to understand. Often the writer made some investigation when he makes this
book. This is why this book ideal all of you.
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